ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The advent of genomics yields thousands of reading frames in search of function. A large number of ORFs with no known function in eukaryotic organisms will likely be related not to enzymes but to two protein functions: gene-expression regulation and signal transduction (Rubin et al., 2000) . Transcription factors represent a key function for cell life and development. In fact, a number of multifunctional proteins (moonlighting) whose main function is enzymatic also show transcriptional factor activity (Jeffery, 1999) . One of the ways to suggest function from a protein sequence is the identification of sequential or structural motifs specifically related to function, PROSITE being a pioneering program in this approach (Hofmann et al., 1999) . In the present work a database and a classification of reported DNA-binding motifs and a program for the systematic detection of motifs putatively related to regulatory proteins have been designed. Current algorithms and programs of general protein sequence motifs (Hofmann et al., 1999; Henikoff et al., 1999; Attwood et al., 1997; Wingender et al., 2000; Bateman et al., 2000) neither detect all the transcriptional factors reported nor embody the target sequence into a functional classification of transcriptional factors beyond the family or superfamily level. In the present paper, a specific program for transcription factors has been designed. To build our program, TranScout, the TRANSFAC classification (Wingender et al., 2000) has been extended. New Position-Specific Scoring Matrices (PSSMs) have been added and the classification has been redesigned with the aim of developing a tool for the detection of prokaryotic and eukaryotic transcriptional motifs and for the assessment of essential information about them, such as, for example, their functional class. In some cases this could suggest a specific pathway where the target protein could be tested.
SYSTEMS, METHODS AND ALGORITHM
Protein motifs (a) Motif sequences were collected from elsewhere (Bateman et al., 2000; Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000; O'Donovan et al., 1999) . For the best characterized motifs, aligned sequences were obtained from the Pfam database (Bateman et al., 2000) . DNA regulation motifs not found in the Pfam database were obtained from the SWISS-PROT database (Bairoch and Apweiler, 2000; O'Donovan et al., 1999) and aligned with ClustalW Thompson et al. (1994) . References for the motifs detected by the program can be found in Hofmann et al. (1999) and Wingender et al. (2000) , reviews, and in were extracted from the multiple alignment. (c) A database of each motif was created containing the multiple aligned motifs after this filtering.
Building the PSSMs
To build the PSSMs from the multiple alignments, BLOSUM62 substitution matrix was used since it outperforms other BLOSUM and PAM matrices for ungapped or low-gapped alignments (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992 , 1994 .
When allowing for gaps in the alignment, a gap-open penalty and a gap-extension penalty are commonly used. This model, however, seems inadequate for our program: as stated above, this program finds short, highly conserved alignments and not long-gapped regions which would justify this double penalization system. Therefore, we have chosen a linear-gap penalty.
Using PSSMs is very advisable in our case for two reasons: they improve the estimation of the probability of finding a residue in a specific position, and they improve the location of the origin and end of the conserved segments.
A flux diagram of the algorithm is displayed in Figure 2 . The objective was to obtain the maximum number of true positives with the maximum value of the threshold for significant alignments, the gap-penalty and the lowest possible gap-to-amino acid score in the BLOSUM matrix. (a) A random sample of the aligned sequences was chosen to build a training set (starting with 10% of sequences). (b) A frequency matrix was built according to the classic average-score system (Griskov et al., 1987; Tatusov et al., 1994) , correcting the weights of the sequences with the Voronoi method (explained below). A 21 × n PSSM, with n being the length of the motif, was obtained. (c) Then, the PSSM was used to analyze the remaining aligned sequences of the motif. This process established the threshold, the gap penalty and the score of aligning a gap against a residue in the BLOSUM62 substitution matrix. The process can be summarized as:
Initialize gap-to-amino acid score DO { Initialize gap penalty DO { Initialize threshold DO { check number of positives, max and min scores store threshold value store number of positives, max and min scores increase threshold } UNTIL (no positives found) store gap penalty increase gap penalty } UNTIL (gap < standard gap penalty for gap-opening) store gap-to-amino acid score increase gap-to-amino acid score } UNTIL (one or more false positives are found) (d) If the result was satisfactory (all or almost all of the motifs were detected), the PSSM, the threshold, the gappenalty and the gap-to-amino acid scores were added to the database, together with the maximum and minimum scores obtained (i.e. the score of the best-and worstscoring true positives). If the results were unsatisfactory, the training set was increased by 10% of randomly sampled sequences and the process was begun again.
Since in all protein-sequence databases some families are overrepresented, a score matrix obtained from a random sampling of those sequences will have a bias. Homologous sequences will provide less information than for divergent sequences. In order to compensate for these overrepresentations, the so-called Voronoi method (Sibbald and Argos, 1990; Henikoff and Henikoff, 1994) was used. The more redundant a sequence, the less weight it will be given when building the matrix. It has been suggested to use 1000 iterations for small-sized proteins and medium alignments (Sibbald and Argos, 1990) . Two thousand iterations were used for all cases except those groups containing fewer than 50 sequences, in which case this calibration was not applied.
Benchmarking
A benchmark was performed against the SWISS-PROT database. Sampled sequences used to build the PSSMs were excluded from the database. According to the results of the benchmark, the threshold was modified in order to find a balance between the decrease of false positives and the increment of false negatives. A high threshold would exclude non-significant alignments but could also exclude real, but weak, similarities. Motifs whose PSSMs could not diminish the false positives to under 10% were removed from the database.
A benchmark of the same SWISS-PROT database was performed against three popular motif searchers: PROSITE, Pfam and PRINTS (Tables 1-3 ). The accuracy of the results are assessed by standard measures of sensitivity and specificity:
where TP, TN, FP and FN denote true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives (Thibordeau, 1988) . Basic DNA-binding domains: this class contains proteins which bind DNA with a basic amino-acidic segment.
bZIP factors contain a unconserved dimerization leucine zipper domain. (Dwarki et al., 1990; Habener et al., 1990; Smolik et al., 1992; Kerppola and Curran, 1993; Vallejo et al., 1993; Sassone-Corsi, 1995) . Subclasses Jun and Fos contain factors homologous to Jun and Fos factors, respectively. Members of class NF-I bind the CCAAT DNA sequence (Santoro et al., 1988; Rupp et al., 1990 ).
Helix-turn-helix: this motif cannot bind DNA isolated from the rest of the protein.
The Homeodomain class is very well-characterized (Kim and Nirenberg, 1989; Karlsson et al., 1990; Freyd et al., 1990; Pabo and Sauer, 1992; Buerglin, 1994; Gehring et al., 1994; Lohman and Ferrari, 1994 The Fork-head/Winged helix class contains a highly conserved 100-aa long motif which binds DNA through an helical structucture (Weigel and Jaeckle, 1990; Clark et al., 1993) . The Heat shock factors class contains proteins which bind promoters related to temperature stress (Sorger, 1991; Vuister et al., 1994) . All Myb factors bind a common DNA target sequence through a motif build out of three different sequences (Klempnauer & Sippel, 1987; Peters et al., 1988; Nomura et al., 1989) . RF-X factors have a DNA-binding structure similar to that of fork-head factor although bind DNA with a β-hairpin . Each family within bacterial factors class gather different bacterial repressors and activators named after the most prominent of them. Aligning a query sequence against a PSSM Aligning a sequence against a PSSM is an analogous procedure to that of aligning two residues, except for the fact that the score of the alignment is provided by the PSSM itself. The process of building the PSSM from a query sequence by the program is the following: (a) the query sequence of length n is transformed into a PSSM (named N) of n × 21 positions, where each column has the scores obtained from the BLOSUM62 substitution matrix for all of the 20 possible residues Other C4 Zinc fingers β-sheet factors bind DNA through their β-sheets. MADS class gathers together factors with different functions but with the same DNA-binding sequence that has been related both to DNA-binding and dimerization (Norman et al., 1988; Pellegrini et al., 1995) . TATA-binding proteins (TBP) class also contains the TBP-related factors (TRF) (Hoffman et al., 1990; Pardo et al., 2000) . CCAAT-box factors (CBF) are heterodimeric factors binding DNA by their two DNA-binding segments combined. TranScout detects segment A (Olesen et al., 1991 , Li et al., 1992 Gronostajski, 2000) . The Runt class contains transcription factors that can both bind DNA and heterodimerize by the Runt domain (Pepling and Gergen, 1995) . Zinc fingers usually contain more than one copy of the motif (Payre and Vincent, 1988; Berg, 1990) . C4 Zn fingers class contains factors that coordinate the Zn with four Cys residues. This class contains the thyroidal and stheroidal vertebrate hormones (Corticoid, Progesterone, Androgen and Estrogen receptors) and the DNA-binding domain is really two C4 zinc finger single domains in tandem. Other C4 zinc fingers class includes zinc finger motifs with four Cys in their sequence but too different from the canonical C4 consensus, such as Zinc ribbon (TFIIS) factor and GATA (Trainor et al., 1990; Doran et al., 1994; Shimamoto et al., 1994 , Qian et al., 1993 . Members of the C2H2 class bind a Zn ion with two Cys and two His . The C6 class included fungical factors which bind two Zn ions with six Cys. The next classes of Other Zn fingers include Zn fingers with a composition or distribution of Cys and His which does not match any of the previous classes.
C2H2 Zn fingers

C6
The CCHC class transcription factors are found in retroviruses.
The RING (C3HC4) proteins bind DNA with seven Cys and one His (Borden and Freemont, 1996) . Carlavirus is a retrovirus that codifies a protein containing a zinc finger. FYVE class proteins bind phosphatidyl-inositol derivates and affect transmembrane traffic (Stenmark et al., 1996; Driscoll and Vuidepot, 1999) . PARP (Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase) class members have a special zinc finger that bind single-stranded DNA (Althaus and Richter, 1987; de Murcia and Menissier de Murcia, 1994) .
Copper fist class transcription factors (Thorvaldsen et al., 1993; Jungmann et al., 1993) have a DNA-binding domain that bind copper ions through three Cys and two His (in a structure that resembles zinc fingers). (plus the gap, treated as an amino acid). Thus, instead of a simple 'frequency matrix,' we obtain a matrix which counts for the background frequencies of each residue. (b) Then, the PSSM is multiplied by the PSSM obtained in the BUILDING THE PROFILES section and stored in the database of the program. The result is a scoring matrix of size n × m as a product of both PSSMs.
GATA
Class
(c) Having a PSSM, which can be used as a scoring basis, dynamic programing is used to find alignments. Since transcription factors may contain several DNA-binding motifs (i.e. several alignments with significant score), the Smith-Waterman (Smith, 1981; Waterman, 1984) algorithm was used, modified in order to obtain all local alignments in the protein sequence instead of the single best local alignment (Durbin et al., 1998 
IMPLEMENTATION
The TranScout program, written in ANSI C in a Silicon Graphics workstation running on Unix Irix 5.2, will allow any user to rapidly analyze a protein sequence in search of the transcriptional and related motifs which appear in Figure 1 using the algorithms mentioned in the Section Systems, methods and algorithm. The user introduces the query sequence into the textbox and the program displays the results by category or by score and allows the user to establish a score range. Some sequences may contain more than one transcription motif or related motif, so different alignments will be displayed in detail, clearly separated. Alignments are displayed with a pipeline ('|') for the identities and a plus ('+') for the similarities. Gaps are shown as hyphens. In every detailed alignment the user will find a link in order to easily locate the position of the motif within the classification. The score of the alignment is displayed, normalized with respect to the length of the aligned sequence (as normalized score); and max and min 
DISCUSSION
The advent of genomics yields thousands of reading frames in search of function. In general, the analysis of them starts with bioinformatics in order to predict the presence of genes and the function of the encoded polypeptides. Therefore, programs which predict the presence and type of a functional motif as accurately as possible would be welcome. Nevertheless, bioinformatics only suggests, but does not prove, a function. A real understanding of protein function can only be accomplished by experimental demonstration. The classification fulfills its aim as seen in the results of the benchmark. Because computational analysis of a sequence is often a first step towards an experimental classification, a higher number of false positives (which can later be discarded according to experimental results) has been considered preferable to a higher number of false negatives. Transcription factors were grouped into four superclasses: basic DNA-binding domains, helix-turn-helix, factors which bind DNA through ß-scaffold structure and metal-coordinating binding domains. Furthermore, a special group for non-transcriptional motifs includes eight different motifs without transcriptional activity, but which can often be found in transcription factors. Classes were obtained mainly according to the sequence similarity inside superclasses and families were obtained from the classes according to both biological significance Min score for this motif: 6.27
Thank you for using TranScout. Fig. 3 . Example of output of the TranScout program. As an example of the application of the program, an ORF previously found by our group was analyzed. The program detected the PROBABLE presence of a TetR-type helix-turn-helix motif between positions 16 and 43 and displayed the alignment against the consensus sequence for this type of motif (Naval et al., 2000; Lloberas et al., 1991) .
and sequence similarity, or according to similarity to some well-characterized protein (Figure 1 ). Some classes such as bacterial factors (superfamily: helix-turn-helix) and other Zn fingers (superclass: metal-coordinating DNA-binding domains) include a heterogeneous group of related families, but which lack a strong sequence relation among them. In the last column the classification of the DNA-binding domains and motifs is depicted named according to the literature. In the right column are seen short comments on the motif and the references. Consensus sequences for each motif can be found in the output of the program. All motifs were detected with more than 0.73 sensitivity (averaged mean: 0.99, averaged variance: 0.001) and more than 0.54 specificity (averaged mean: 0.92, averaged variance: 0.01). Those motifs with less than 50% of true positives are identified with a warning in the output of the program.
As an applicative example of the program, a protein was analyzed. A helix-turn-helix-type regulatory motif was suggested for an ORF previously sequenced by our group. The output of the program is shown in Figure 3 . The program detected the PROBABLE presence of a TetR-type helix-turn-helix motif between positions 16 and 45 and displayed the alignment against the consensus sequence. It has been experimentally demonstrated afterwards that this is a DNA-binding protein (Naval et al., 2000; Lloberas et al., 1991) . Additional examples can be found at the web page.
In comparison, TranScout detects 14 different types of homeodomains plus the consensus homeodomain, 24 types of metal-binding regulatory motifs (including classes and families) and 8 non-transcriptional motifs where PROSITE detects only 3, 9 and 2, Pfam detects 1, 8 and 2 and PRINTS 3, 6 and 1, respectively.
CONCLUSION
The achieved database and classification of protein domains and motifs related to gene-expression regulation is the most complete and updated, and the TranScout program is highly efficient in detecting prokaryotic and eukaryotic protein sequences related with gene expression. All motifs were detected by TranScout with a mean average sensitivity of 0.98 and a mean average specificity of 0.92 (Prosite: 0.99 and 0.96, Pfam: 0.99 and 0.75, Prints: 0.99 and 0.64, for the motifs which they detect). The program detects transcriptional and nontranscriptional motifs with a remarkable efficiency thanks to a classification which, built for the purpose of the algorithm, emphasizes the homogeneity of the sequence and provides the user with significant information of the motif functional class.
